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John Holland CPB Ghella JV
Attn: Stuart Anstee - Senior Environmental Advisor
Sydney Metro City & Southwest
Level 3, 140 Sussex Street
Sydney NSW 2000
Dear Stuart Anstee,

ARBORICULTURAL ASSESSMENT – Tree 1, impact of demountable sheds in an
additional area of tree protection outside of Tree Protection Zone
Henry Lawson Reserve, Henry Lawson Avenue, Blues Point NSW (the site)
Sydney Metro City & Southwest

PURPOSE
1. Assess the potential impact on Tree 1 Ficus macrophylla – Moreton Bay Fig (the tree) by
developing an demountable shed area in the additional 10 m area of tree protection
outside of the 15 m maximum Tree Protection Zone per AS4970(2009);
2. Prepare a Tree Protection Plan for the tree for development of an area for elevated
demountable sheds for site amenities in the additional 10 m area of tree protection outside
of the 15 m maximum Tree Protection Zone per AS4970(2009) to minimise harm to the
tree;
3. Assess the potential impact on the tree of excavation works in the reserve west of the
additional 10 m area of tree protection outside of the 15 m maximum Tree Protection Zone
per AS4970(2009), and
4. Assess the potential impact on the tree of elevated demountable sheds for site amenities
located in the additional 10 m area of tree protection outside of the 15 m maximum Tree
Protection Zone per AS4970(2009).

DISCUSSION
Danny Draper (the author) as an independent Consulting Arboriculturist attended the site on
Wednesday 29 August 2018 and the tree and its growing environment was examined by a Visual
Tree Assessment (VTA) (Mattheck & Breloer, 1994) conducted from the ground, see Appendix A
– Tree Assessment. The Tree is shown in Appendix B - Tree Location Plan and tree protection
specifications are shown in Appendix C – Tree Protection Plan. The tree is a mature specimen of
good condition and normal vigour with sufficient tree protection works installed to sustain its long
term viability.
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Root protection beyond the 15 m maximum Tree Protection Zone per AS4970(2009)
Australian Standard AS4970(2009) Protection of trees on development sites, Sec. 3 Determining
the protection zones of the selected trees, 3.2 Determining the Tree Protection Zone (TPZ)
provides that, “A TPZ should not be less than 2 m nor greater than 15 m (except where crown
protection is required)” AS4970(2009. p. 11). The extent of crown projection of the tree to west is
15.9 m from centre of trunk (COT) and the compound fence located at 15.9 m from COT. This is
in compliance with AS4970(2009) Sec. 3, 3.2 and exceeds the 15 m maximum TPZ to protect the
crown.
The additional 10 m area of TPZ outside of the 15.9 m TPZ is expected to have been considered
as a precautionary measure to provide an additional contiguous soil volume due to the age and
prominence of the tree and its significance in situ immediately adjacent Sydney Harbour. Roots
may extend for a distance of up to twice the mature height of a tree or further (Perry 1982, p. 201)
except where prevented by obstacles or voids. Evident at the site by the presence of woody roots
at ground surface within the additional tree protection area. AS4970(2009, p. 11) Sec. 3, 3.3.2
Minor encroachment provides for contiguous soil volumes outside of a TPZ to compensate any
root loss where encroachment into the TPZ is up to 10% of its area and similarly in Sec. 3, 3.3.3
Major encroachment where encroachment into the TPZ is >10% of its area. Here this cautionary
measure seems unnecessary because there is no encroachment into the 15 m radial Tree
Protection Zone and even to the east its root plate development is expected to continue within
and beneath the premises of 1 Henry Lawson Avenue, Blues Point where the crown projects 5 m
approximately over the dwelling.
The tree has 10 first order roots (FOR) evident at or above the ground surface with a radial
distribution. 1 FOR to West and 1 to Northwest extended above ground for 9.4 m from centre of
trunk (COT) and 10.7 m from COT, with diameters of 220 mm and 60 mm respectively, where
each divided into smaller roots up to 40 mm diameter.
The 20 mm diameter roots observed at the ground surface within the 10 m area outside of the 15
m maximum TPZ per AS4970(2009) were outer roots. Outer roots are defined as “The roots
generally found beyond the dripline that extend with only gradual taper and usually of small
diameter 20-50 mm and opportunistically extend to seek water” (Draper and Richards 2009, p.
107, after Thomas 2000, p. 76). These roots can be retained and protected in the additional 10 m
area outside of the 15 m maximum TPZ with negligible to no impact on the tree. Excavation west
of the additional 10 m area of tree protection will have no impact on the tree.
Root protection for an demountable shed area in the additional 10 m area of tree protection
beyond the 15 m maximum Tree Protection Zone per AS4970(2009)
The area is on sloping ground and needs to be leveled to be used for construction. Bulk
excavation and benching is not appropriate in this area to ensure outer roots remain protected.
Therefore, tree sensitive excavation for posts for hoarding installation and short and shallow strip
footings to be compacted along the contours in a few locations will provide minimal root and soil
disturbance to support elevated demountable sheds for site amenities. One such strip footing
could utilize a transect in the area to be conducted by Archaeologists using hand excavation. At
this time outer roots can be protected per Appendix C – Tree Protection Plan, Tree Protection
Works – Specific, 2 Protection of Outer roots.
The area will require underground irrigation along the contour at the top of the slope to ensure
water continues to pass to the roots within the soil profile down slope beneath the laydown area.
No chemical materials, as solids, liquids or gases are to be stored within the additional 10 m area
of tree protection, or within the demountable sheds, to prevent the risk of spillages and their
adverse impacts on the tree.
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Location of demountable sheds
The soil on the site is a loam sand with back filling in the area behind the sea wall extending for
approximately 11 m up slope at varying depths until tapering off to soil at extant grade. The
location of the elevated demountable sheds for site amenities each on a strip footing 200 mm
deep at approximately 6 m and 11 m from the sea wall. Each shed is located on concrete brick
piers with shallow footings excavated in strips 5 m long to 200 mm deep on the upslope side with
a bedding pad providing a level platform of compacted densely graded base (DGB). A road base
material derived from crushed and screened igneous rock, e.g. Basalt or a metamorphic rock,
e.g. Quartzite. This material is not detrimental to tree roots and the crushed rock fines can provide
mineral nutrients to the soil beneficial to the tree. The excavation and construction works are
expected to have negligible to no adverse impact on the tree.
The foot trafficable area around these sheds will need to be protected from soil compaction and erosion
by the use of temporary pavement in the form of mud mats.

CONCLUSION
The tree protection specifications detailed in Appendix C - Tree Protection Plan are sufficient to
protect the tree subject to the proposed works to establish a level platform for elevated
demountable sheds for site amenities in the additional 10 m area for tree protection beyond the
15 m maximum Tree Protection Zone per AS4970(2009). The short and shallow, compacted strip
footings are expected to have negligible to nil impact on the tree. The works undertaken and proposed
for elevated demountable sheds for site amenities in this area and their impacts have been
assessed by UTMA as an independent Consulting Arboriculturist, and can be conducted with the
application of tree sensitive works per the Tree Protection Plan to minimise impacts on the
tree to further assist in sustaining its long term viability.

Danny Draper
Principal Consultant
IACA ACM0012003
Urban Tree Management Australia P/L
Dip. Hort. (Arboriculture), (AQF Level 5),
Assoc. Dip. Hort. (Pk. Mgmt.),
Hort. Cert.
TRAQ (ISA) Tree Risk Assessment
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DISCLAIMER
The author and Urban Tree Management take no responsibility for actions taken and their consequences, contrary to those expert and
professional instructions given as recommendations pertaining to safety by way of exercising our responsibility to our client and the public as our
duty of care commitment, to mitigate or prevent hazards from arising or risks from being eliminated or mitigated or managed to reduce harm or
damage, from a failure moment in full or part, from a structurally deficient or unsound tree or a tree likely to be rendered thus by its retention and
subsequent deterioration from modification/s to its growing environment either existing or proposed, either above or below ground, contrary to
our advice.
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Appendix A – Tree Assessment
SRIV
Age
Tree ID
number

Tree ID
number

1

Botanical Name

Botanical Name, common name

Ficus macrophylla – Moreton Bay Fig

Y: Young
M: Mature
OM: Overmature
(senescent)

Height
(m)

Age

Height

Spread

15

32.2 x 30
N/S x E/W

M

Spread
(m)

DBH
(mm)

DBH

2200

DARB
(mm)

DARB

2200

TPZ
(m. rad)
AS 4970
(2009)

SRZ
(m. rad)
AS 4970
(2009)

TPZ

SRZ

15

4.7

Age, Vigour,
Condition / Index
Rating
www.iaca.org.au

STARS
Significance
scale
www.iaca.org.au

/
Estimated Life
Expectancy
1 = Long
2 = Medium
3 = Short

1 = High
2 = Medium
3 = Low
/
Retention Value
1 = High
2 = Medium
3 = Low
4 = Remove

SRIV

STARS

MGVG - 10 / 1

1/1

Retain /
Remove /
Transplant

Comments and Recommendations

pr = prune
cr = crown
rt = roots

Action

Retain, pr, rt

Comments and Recommendations

Tree 1 has 10 first order roots (FOR) with a radial distribution. 1 FOR to west and 1 to NW, extending
above ground for 9.4 m from centre of trunk (COT) and 10.7 m from COT, with diameters of 220 mm and
60 mm distally before dividing, respectively.
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Appendix B – Tree Location Plan, showing area for demountable sheds in the 10 m tree protection area outside of the 15 m maximum Tree Protection Zone per AS4970(2009), Henry Lawson
Reserve, Henry Lawson Avenue, Blues Point NSW. Plan provided by Stuart Anstee - John Holland CPB Ghella JV, Sydney Metro City & Southwest. Prepared by Urban Tree Management Australia
Pty Ltd, reference 21005 – LOC.1, 6/9/2018. Works to be conducted per the Tree Protection Plan.

N

TN 1
Ficus macrophylla
Moreton Bay Fig

Henry Lawson Reserve
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APPENDIX C – TREE PROTECTION PLAN 1 of 3 - Tree Protection Zones - Standard Procedure
The Protective fencing where required may delineate the TPZ and should be located as determined by the project arborist in
accordance with AS4970 Protection of trees on development sites, Section 4, 4.3. “Fencing should be erected before any
machinery or materials are brought onto the site and before the commencement of works including demolition. Once erected,
protective fencing must not be removed or altered without approval by the project arborist. The TPZ must be secured to
restrict access. AS4687 Temporary fencing and hoardings specifies applicable fencing requirements. Shade cloth or similar
should be attached to reduce the transport of dust, other particulate matter and liquids into the protected area. Fence posts
and supports should have a diameter greater than 20 mm and be located clear of roots. Existing perimeter fencing and other
structures may be suitable as part of the protective fencing.”

AS4970 Section 4, Tree protection measures, Figure 3 Protective fencing shows examples of such fencing.
“Legend:
1
2
3
4

Chain wire mesh panels with shade cloth (if required) attached, held in place with concrete feet.
Alternative plywood or wooden paling fence panels. The fencing material also prevents building materials or soil entering the TPZ.
Mulch installation across surface of TPZ (at the discretion of the project arborist). No excavation, construction activity, grade changes, surface treatment or storage of materials of any kind is
permitted within the TPZ.
Bracing is permissible within the TPZ. Installation of supports should avoid damaging roots. “

AS4970 Section 4, Tree protection measures, 4.2 Activities restricted within the TPZ
“Activities generally excluded from the TPZ included but are not limited to(a)
Machine excavation including trenching;
(b)
Excavation for silt fencing;
(c)
cultivation;
(d)
storage;
(e)
preparation of chemicals, including preparation of cement products;
(f)
parking of vehicles and plant;
(g)
refuelling;
(h)
dumping of waste;
(i)
wash down and cleaning of equipment;
(j)
placement of fill;
(k)
lighting of fires;
(l)
soil level changes;
(m) temporary or permanent installation of utilities and signs, and
(n) physical damage to the tree.”

FIGURE 3 PROTECTIVE FENCING

FIGURE C1 TREE PROTECTION ZONE SIGN

Tree Protection signage is to be attached to each Tree Protection Zone and displayed from within the development site in accordance with AS4970 2009 Protection of trees on development sites,
Section 4.4 and example Figure C1 (as shown) and lettering to comply with AS1319.
Where a tree is to be retained and a Tree Protection Zone cannot be adequately established due to restricted access e.g. tree located along side an access way, the trunk and branches in the lower
crown will be protected by wrapping 2 layers of hessian or carpet underfelt around the trunk and branches for a minimum of 2 m or as lower branches permit, then wire or rope secures 75x50x2000
mm hardwood battens together around the trunk (do not nail or screw to the trunk or branches). The number of battens to be used is as required to encircle the trunk and the battens are to extend
to the base of the tree (AS4970 2009 Protection of trees on development sites, Figure 4 Examples of Trunk, Branch and ground protection).
Trunk/Branch and root protection If a tree is growing down slope from an excavation, a silt fence located along the contours of the site in the area immediately above the Tree Protection Zone
fencing may need to be installed and regularly maintained to prevent burial and asphyxiation of the roots of the tree. To allow for the maintenance of both fences, the silt fence must be constructed
separately to the tree protection fence and the 2 fences must be constructed independently of each other and standalone. To reduce competition with the tree the area within the Tree Protection
Zone is to be kept free of weeds. These are best removed by the application of foliar herbicide with Glyphosate as the active constituent. This is the preferred method rather than removal by cultivation
of the soil within the dripline, to minimise root disturbance to the tree. The removal of woody weeds such as Privet should use the cut and paint method of herbicide application. Weeds to be controlled
within the Tree Protection Zone, for the duration of the project.
The area of the Tree Protection Zone to be mulched to a depth of 100 mm with organic material being 75% leaf litter and 25% wood, and this being composted material preferably from the same
genus and species of tree as that to where the mulch is to be applied, i.e. species specific mulch. The depth of mulch and type as indicated, to be maintained for the duration of the project. Where
deep excavation will expose the soil profile to drying out the root plate is to be protected by pegging jute matting across the ground surface 2 m back from the edge of the profile and 2 m down the
face of the profile and is to be in one continuous sheet or layers up to 5 mm thick and overlapped 300 mm and pegged. Pegs are to be a minimum length of 200 mm and spaced at 500 mm increments
in a grid pattern. Once installed mulch is to be placed on top of the jute matting previously described.
No services either temporary or permanent are to be located within the Tree Protection Zone. If services are to be located within the Tree Protection Zone, special details will need to be provided
by the Project Arborist for the protection of the tree regarding the location of the service/s.
A tree will not be fertilised during its protection within the Tree Protection Zone, as this may hasten its decline if it were to decline. If a tree is to be fertilised this should be in consultation with the
Project Arborist as per AS4970 (2009).
In the event of prolonged dry periods, or where a tree has been transplanted, or where excavation nearby, especially up slope, leads to drying out of a soil profile, or modification to ground water
flow, or flows across an existing ground surface to the tree and its growing environment; deep root watering thoroughly at least twice a week is to be undertaken to irrigate the tree. The need for such
watering is determined readily by observing the dryness of the soil surface within the dripline of the tree by scraping back some mulch. Mulch is to be reinstated afterwards. In the event of disrupted FIGURE 4 EXAMPLES OF TRUNK, BRANCH AND GROUND PROTECTION
ground or surface water flows to the tree due to excavation, filling or construction, a reticulated irrigation system may be required to be installed within the Tree Protection Zone. If an irrigation
system is to be installed, consideration must be given to volume, frequency, and drainage of water delivered, and this should be in consultation with the Project Arborist as
per AS4970 (2009).

FIGURE 5 INDICATIVE SCAFFOLDING WITHIN A TPZ

Scaffolding ”Where scaffolding is required it should be erected outside the TPZ. Where it is essential for scaffolding to be erected within the TPZ, branch removal should be minimized. This can be achieved by designing scaffolding to avoid branches or tying back branches. Where pruning is unavoidable it must be specified by the project arborist in accordance with
AS4373. Ground below the scaffolding should be protected by boarding (e.g. scaffolding board or plywood sheeting) as shown in Figure 5. Where access is required, a board walk or other surface material should be installed to minimise soil compaction. Boarding should be placed over a layer of mulch and impervious sheeting to prevent soil contamination. The
boarding should be left in place until the scaffolding is removed.” (Standards Australia 2009, p. 18).
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APPENDIX C – Tree Protection Plan, Plan 2 of 3
Henry Lawson Reserve, Henry Lawson Avenue, Blues Point NSW.
Sydney Metro City & Southwest

Ref: 21005, 6/9/2018.
Prepared by Urban Tree Management Australia P/L, 65 Excelsior Street, Merrylands NSW
2160, tel. 02 9760 1389.

Tree Protection Works - General
Tree 1 Existing levels are to be preserved and no excavation except by hand to protect structural roots is to be undertaken within the Tree Protection Zones. No cutting or filling is to be
undertaken within any TPZ unless specified by the Project Arborist. The Tree Protection Zones - Standard Procedure is to be applied to all works within the 15 m Tree Protection Zone
per AS4373(2007), Appendix C – Tree Protection Plan, plan 1 of 3.
Induction for Tree Protection All workers entering the site involved in construction must be advised of the tree protection measures and specifications outlined within this report during
the site induction. This is to be verbally acknowledged and signed off before commencement of work.

Tree Protection Works - Specific
1. Ground Surface Protection The 10 m area of additional tree protection outside the TPZ is to be protected from soil compaction by the placement of mud mats of plywood sheets to act as temporary pavement for the
movement of the vacuum truck and plant equipment. Where possible the vacuum truck is to work from outside of the area to reduce the risk of soil compaction and root damage. The ground protection is to remain in place
until completion of the site establishment.
2. Protection of Outer Roots Where possible the vacuum truck is to work from outside the TPZ reaching into the area to reduce the risk of soil compaction and root damage from. The Use water knife at low pressure to disrupt
soil while simultaneously removing the dislodged soil with a vacuum truck. When outer roots or structural roots (roots >40 mm diameter) are encountered, reduce the pressure of the water knife to protect bark or stop the
water knife and excavate manually above and beside the root using brooms, brushes, spades, crow bars (used cautiously near roots) and hand trowels, to expose the root and displace the soil. Using the water knife at low pressure wash the soil from
the root and move to the side to excavate beneath. When passing the root above and below the water knife is to be reduced in pressure or turned to the off position (by releasing the trigger stopping flow) to protect the root from delamination and
ringbarking. Exposed outer roots or structural roots are to be wrapped with a triple later of hessian fabric and loosely fastened with hessian tape to protect them from crushing and desiccation.
3.

Extent of excavation – Excavation is determined by the layout of demountable sheds, e.g. strip footings along the contours. Excavation for post holes will also be required for hoarding installation and will be undertaken as pot holing by vacuum truck.

4.

Construction of irrigation trench – Excavation is to be undertaken along the contour at the upslope end of the area for 8 m set in 1 m on both sides. The trench is to 200 mm deep and 200 mm wide. The lower 50 mm are to be covered with 20 mm
diameter gravel with no fines a double layer of Geotextile fabric is to be placed on top of the gravel for the length of the trench. A soaker hose is to be placed along the fabric in the centre of the trench and covered with a double layer of Geotextile fabric
with the hose protruding from the trench to be fixes to a garden hose and timer. The remaining 150 mm of the trench is to be back filled to surface with 20 mm diameter gravel with no fines.

5.

Root Pruning – Roots are to be protected and damaged roots are to be pruned. All root pruning is to comply with AS4373 (2007) Pruning of amenity trees, Sec. 9 Root Pruning and is to be approved by the Project Arborist. Cuts are to be made with
clean sharp tools with final cuts made to undamaged tissue.

6.

Root protection from soil desiccation Where the excavation trench is opened for more than 1 day it is to be covered daily with steel plates, mud mats or plywood sheets to reduce soil profile desiccation and stress to the structural roots exposed. Where
this is not able to be achieved the structural roots will need to be covered with a double layer of hessian or Geotextile fabric, the fabric kept moist, to prevent desiccation, and the material fixed into place to cover the roots.

7.

Construction of footings Strip footings will be constructed by excavating shallow trenches approximately 200 mm deep and 5 m long with backfilling with compacted densely graded base (DGB) material. The Ground Surface Protection is to remain in
place until completion of the footings for the demountable sheds.

8.

Ground Surface Protection – The foot trafficable ground surface around the demountable sheds is to be protected with mud mats to prevent soil compaction and erosion.

9.

Coir Log Ground Surface Protection – The edge of the fill material along the eastern perimeter is to have coir logs fastened into place to prevent the movement material across and down slope towards the tree and the harbor.

10. Watering - For the duration of the project the drip irrigation trench is to be activated for 1 hour, 2 times per week, but suspended during wet periods.
11. Tree Protection Signage Is to be displayed and maintained at all prominent access points to the laydown area. Each sign should state the following: “This laydown area is a Tree Protection Zone for the significant fig in the adjacent park. No
chemical materials, as solids, liquids or gases are to be stored within the laydown area to prevent the risk of spillages and the adverse impact on the tree.”
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Appendix C – Tree Protection Plan, plan 3 of 3, showing Tree Protection Zone works to create a demountable shed area in the additional 10 m tree protection area outside of the 15 m maximum
Tree Protection Zone per AS4970(2009), Henry Lawson Reserve, Henry Lawson Avenue, Blues Point NSW. Plan provided by Stuart Anstee - John Holland CPB Ghella JV, Sydney Metro City &
Southwest. Prepared by Urban Tree Management Australia Pty Ltd, reference 21005 – LOC.1, 6/9/2018.

Photograph 1.0

N
TN 1

(C)

Ficus macrophylla - Moreton Bay Fig
(A)

(B)

(B)

(B)

Photograph 1.0 showing area of 10 m tree protection
beyond the maximum 15 m TPZ per AS4970(2009). (A) strip
showing proposed irrigation trench to 200 mm deep. (B)
indicative locations of strip footings for demountable sheds.
(C) Coir logs along boundary to protect Tree 1 from silt
movement.
Photograph 2.0 outer roots 20 mm diameter located 21.322.8 m from centre of trunk of Tree 1. To be retained and
protected by tree sensitive works.

Location of outer roots,
see Photograph 2.0

Photograph 2.0

Henry Lawson Reserve
Photograph 3.0

Photographs 3.0 and 4.0 with arrows showing shallow
excavation to 200 mm for a strip footing to locate a platform
for a site shed densely graded base (DGB).

Legend
Photograph 6.0

Photograph 4.0
Photograph 5.0

Photographs 5.0 view to southeast of corner of
the inner perimeter of the compound showing
coir logs fastened to the ground surface and
straw bales and Geotextile fabric to trap and
filter sediment and cross surface flows and
movement of silt and other particulates.
Photographs 6.0 view to southeast of Tree 1
showing its crown projection extending to 15.9
m to the edge of the compound fence to the
east. The proposed demountable shed area is
across and upslope of the tree 1 and requires
additional irrigation upslope and silt protection
along the east side boundary and mud mats
over all exposed foot trafficable areas to
prevent soil compaction and erosion.

Irrigation trench along contour, hand excavated 80 m long, 200 mm wide and 200 mm deep with soaker hose
placed along bottom of trench and back filled with 20 mm diameter gravel with no fines. Hose to be fixed to tap
with timer.
Coir logs fastened to ground surface to prevent cross surface movement of particulates towards the Tree
Protection Zone (TPZ).
Strip footings.
Mud mats to cover the foot trafficable ground surface around demountable sheds, to prevent soil compaction and
erosion.
Demountable shed on concrete brick piers with shallow footing excavated to 200 mm approximately on upslope
side on a bedding pad of compacted densely graded base (GDB) material. *
* Site Layout is indicative only and subject to temporary works design

